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1 Introduction

Consider the operator
H = L (Aa )* Ca,l' A.6

la/,I.6I::;n

of order m = 2n acting on L 2 = L2 (G ; dg) where G is a d-dimensional Lie group with
left Haar measure dg, the COl ,.6 are operators of multiplication by Loo-functions, the AOl, A.6
are products of the skew-adjoint generators Ai = dL(ai), i E {I, ... , d} of left translations
on L2 corresponding to the multi-indices (¥, 13 and aI, ... , ad is a vector space basis of the
Lie algebra 9 of G. (Definitions and background information can be found in [Rob].) We
assume

Re L (V;Ol,COl ,.6V;.6) ~ It L 11v;0l11~ (1)
1001=1.6I=n lal=n

for some It > 0, uniformly for all 'l/;Ol E L2, and define the ellipticity constant Itc as the
least upper bound of the It for which this condition is satisfied. Then H can be precisely
defined as the closed maximal accretive operators associated with the sectorial forms

h(V;, r.p) = L (AOlV;, Ca ,.6A.6r.p)
lOll, 1.6I::;n

with domain D(h) = L2;n, the functions which are n-times differentiable in the L2 -sense.
It follows that each such H generates a strongly continuous, holomorphic, semigroup S on
L 2 (see, for example, [Kat], Chapter VI) with a kernel ]{t defined as a distribution such
that

(V;, Str.p) = fa dg '1/;(9) fa ik ]{t(g j h) r.p( h)

for all r.p, 'I/; E C~(G) and t > 0 where dh denotes right Haar measure. Our aim is to give
an elementary analysis of ]{t when the dimension d is small relative to m. Specifically we
assume d ~ m and establish that ]{ satisfies Gaussian bounds and is Holder continuous
with an order related to the relative size of d and m.

If G = R d and n = 1 then H corresponds to a second-order strongly elliptic partial
differential operator in divergence form. Such operators are of fundamental importance
in the calculus of variations and have been studied in enormous detail. It is not difficult
to establish for d = 1 that the kernels are bounded and Holder continuous for all t > o.
A similar result for d = 2 follows from the early work of Morrey [Mor]. If d ~ 3 > m,
then the situation is more complicated and it is useful to distinguish two distinct cases,
real coefficients and complex coefficients. For real coefficients the Holder continuity of the
kernel is a famous result established independently by De Giorgi [Gio] and Nash [Nas]. But
for complex coefficients, or for systems with real coefficients, this property no longer holds if
d ~ 5. The situation for d E {3, 4} is unclear. (A discussion of counterexamples for systems,
with references, is given in [Gia] and [ACT] for complex operators). Recently, Davies
[Dav] has examined higher-order operators and has obtained Gaussian bounds whenever
d < m. Our proofs are rather different and are an extension of the perturbation theory
and embedding arguments given in [AMT], Section 3.

All subsequent estimates are in terms of the ellipticity constant flc and the norms of the
coefficients. Let Me = sup{ Ilca ,.6lloo : Icy!' 1131 ~ n} where II . 1100 denotes the Loo-norm and
let £m(lt, M) denote the set of H for which Itc ~ It and Mc ~ M. Moreover, for 9 E G let
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Igi be the Riemannian distance from gto the identity element of G, canonically associated
with the vector spaces aI, ... ,ad. Finally the smoothness of the kernels as functions over
G x G is expressed in terms of the left derivatives Ai, and Bi, with respect to the first and
second variable of the kernel, respectively.

Theorem 1.1 Assume d ::; m. For each M :?: f1 > 0 there is a v E (0,1) such that for
all a J 13 and (7 E (0,1) with lal + (7 ::; 2- I (m - d) + v and 1131 + (7 ::; 2- I (m - d) + v and
all K, > 0 there exist a, b > 0 and w :?: 0 such that for all H E Em (f1, M) the corresponding
kernels J( satisfy

(2)

and

I(AaB!3J(t)(k-lg; l-lh) - (A'" B!3J(t)(g; h)1

< a r(d+lal+I!3l)/m ewt ( Ikl + III )U e_b(lgh-1Imt-1)1/(m-l)

- tIlm + Igh-ll

uniformly for all 9, h, k, lEG and t > 0 with Ikl + Ill::; K, tllm + 2-I lgh-l l.

In particular if d = m the kernel is Holder continuous and satisfies Gaussian bounds but
it is not necessarily differentiable. The degree of smoothness is an increasing function of
the difference between m and d. The degree of regularity is, however, not optimal. For
example, if d = 1 = n then the Holder continuity bounds are valid for (7 E (0, 1], and
lal = 0 = 1131 (see [AMT] [ElR3]).

Note that if H E Em (f1,M) and 10\ < arctan(/l/M) then ei9H E Em (f19,M) with
/lB = f1 cos 0 - MI sin 01. Therefore the kernel J(z of Sz satisfies bounds similar to the
above, with t replaced by Izl, uniformly for z E C\{a} with Iarg zl ::; 0.

2 Proofs

The proof of Theorem 1.1 is based on a combination of perturbation arguments and Sobolev
embeddings which extends ideas of [AMT] but avoids any form of scaling. Since the proof
for non-unimodular G introduces some extraneous difficulties we first examine unimodu
lar G and subsequently explain the extension to non-unimodular groups. The proof for
unimodular G is in two steps. The first step establishes uniform bounds. The second
step extends the uniform bounds to Gaussian bounds by Davies' exponential perturbation
method [Dav].

Step 1 (Uniform bounds: unimodular G) The proof starts with the L2-estimates

(3)

which yield bounds
(4)

whenever 10J ::; n, for all t > O. (Here and in the sequel we use a and w to denote parameters
whose values may vary line by line. The a are strictly positive, the ware non-negative and
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they are all decreasing functions of /-le and increasing functions of Me.) These estimates
follow from the ellipticity condition (1) applied to eifJH, the Cauchy integral formula and
6, 6-1 arguments by standard reasoning. (Further details are given in the derivation of
(15). )

Next, since d:::; m, one has the Sobolev inequalities

IIACXepllp :::; c;n-Icxl-ds sup IIAl'eplb + cc;- lcx l- ds llepI12
1.6I=n

with s = 1/2 - lip for all c; E (0,1] and all a with lal < n whenever s E [0,1/d) (see
[Rob], Appendix B.2). Thus if d = 1, or d = 2, the inequalities are valid for all p E [2, (0)
and if d ~ 3 they are valid for p E [2, 2dl(d - 2)). Therefore, replacing ep by Step, setting
6 = t 1

/ m and using the foregoing L2-bounds one finds

(5)

for all a with lal < n and all t > O. (Initially these estimates are valid for t E (0,1] and
then, by use of the semigroup property, for all t > 0.) The main technical difficulty in this
first step is to establish that the bounds (5) remain valid for lal = n and some p > 2.

The proof uses the positive self-adjoint operator ~m determined by the quadratic form

ep ~ 8m (ep) = I: IIAcxepll~
lal=n

with domain L2 ;n' Then .6.m is a strongly elliptic operator with constant coefficients which
generates a continuous semigroup T with a smooth Gaussian kernel (see [Rob], Chapters 1
and 3, or, for a short proof, see [EIR2]). Consequently, for each a one has bounds

IIAaTtll p-+q :::; a ciai/mcds/mewt

uniformly for all t > 0 and all p, q E [1,00} with q ~ p, where s = lip - 1/q. Hence if
Ao = W + 1, lal < nand p, q E [1,00], with n -Ial - ds > 0, one obtains bounds

(6)

for all A ~ Ao, where QA = (AI + .6.m t 1/ 2 , by the usual Laplace transform arguments.
It is also necessary to have precise estimates on the n-th derivatives of the square root

of the resolvent of 6.m • It follows from [BER] that one has bounds

(7)

for all ep E Lp and all p E (1,00). Now we argue that one can improve these estimates
uniformly in A if p is sufficiently close to 2.

Lemma 2.1 For each [ > 0 there exist 8 E (0,1/2) and Ao > 0 such that

uniformly for ep E Lp , A ~ Ao and pE (1,00) with 11/2 - 11pl :::; 8.
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Proof First note that

(8)

for all 'P E L2 and all A > O.
Secondly, if AO is large enough then the semigroup generated by AoI + .6.m on Lp

is exponentially decreasing and holomorphic in the right half-plane. Therefore, for all
p E (1,00) the operator >"01 + .6.m has a bounded Hoo(A(O))-functional calculus, in the
sense of [CDMY], for any 0 E (0, n'j2) , by [ElR1], Theorem 3.1. So there exists a Cp > 0
such that

Ilf(AoI + .6.m )lIp-+p :s; Cp sup{ If(z)1 : z E A(O)}

for all f E Hoo(A(O)). Hence application of this estimate to the holomorphic function
f(z) = Zl/2(>.. - >"0 +zt1/ 2 yields

(9)

for all >.. ~ Ao. One then concludes from combination of (7) and (9) that

for all p E (1,00) and 'P E Lp , uniformly for >.. ~ >"0 > O.
Now let Y = G X {1, 2, ... ,dn } with the natural sum measure, using left Haar mea

sure on each copy of G. Then for all A ~ >"0 the operator T>..: Lp(G) ~ Lp(Y) de
fined by T>..'P = (Aa1Q>..'P, ... , AadnQ>..'P), where ai is an enumeration of the ~ multi
indices with lail = n, satisfies liT>.. II Lp{G)-+Lp{Y) :s; Cpcp(>"o) by the preceding estimate
and IIT>..IIL2 {G)-+L2 {Y) :s; 1 by (8). Hence by interpolation for all c > 0 there exists
8 E (0,1/2) such that IIT>..IILp(G)-+Lp(Y) :s; 1 + c; uniformly for all A ~ Ao and those p
such that 11/2 - 11pl :s; 8. But this is equivalent to the statement of the lemma. 0

The next lemma provides the crucial estimates on the resolvent of H by expressing it
as a perturbation of a multiple of .6.m following a technique of [BLP], Chapter 1, Section 4,
which also occurs in Proposition 3.1 of [AMT]. Let

P = E (Aa)* Ca,13 AJ3
lal=IJ3/=n

denote the principal part of H.

Lemma 2.2 There exist >"1 > 0, 8 E (0, (2d)-t) and a > 0 such that

IIAa(>..I +Pt1AJ3l1p-+p :s; a >..-{m-la l-lJ3 l)/m

for all 0', (3 with 10'1 :s; nand 1,81 :s; nand

IIA(~(>"I + P)-t Af1112-+p :s a>"-(m-laHIJI-ds)/m

for all 0', ,8 with 10'1 :s nand 1,81 < n uniformly for all >.. ~ At and p E [2,00) with
s = 1/2 - lip :s; 8.
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Proof It suffices, by interpolation, to prove bounds with a dependent on p.

Let C = (CQI,,6) denote the dn x dn-matrix formed by the coefficients with 1001 = n = 1,81

and set IICllp = SUPgEG IIC(g)llp->p, where IIC(g)llp->p denotes the lp-norm of the matrix

C(g). Set N = /-lei Ilcll~, (7 = J!clICII2"l and 0 =1- N-1C. Then

IOel2 = lel 2 - 2N-1 Re(e, CO +N-21Ce12 :::; (1 - (72)leI2

for all e E Cdn
• So 11011~ :::; 1 - (72 < 1. But 1101100 :::; dn ll01l 2 and 1I0lh :::; dnllOl1 2. Hence,

by interpolation,

for all p E [2,00], with q conjugate to p, and then, by a similar argument, for all p E [1,2].
Therefore one may choose 80 E (0,1/2) such that

(10)

for all p E [1,00] satisfying 11/2 - llpl :::; 80 •

Since P = N(tlm -15) with 15 = LIQlI=I,6I=n(AQI)* ca,fJ A,6 one has a formal representation

(11)

where

B>. = Q>.PQ>. = L (A
Ql
Q>.)*cQI ,fJ(A,6Q>.)

IQlI=lfJl=n

which we argue is well-defined on the Lp-spaces with p sufficiently close to 2.
Let e E (0,1] and fix 8 such that the estimates of Lemma 2.1 are valid. Then for all

p E (1,00) with 11/2 - llpl :::; 8, e.p E Lpn L2 and X E Lqn L2 , where q is again conjugate
to p, one has

I(x, B>.e.p) 1:::; IICllp ( 2: IIAQlQ>,xlI~r/q ( 2: II A,6Q>.e.p II:yiP
IQlI=lfJl=n IQlI=I.6I=n

:::; (1 - 4-1 (72)(1 + c)2l1Xllq 1Ie.pllp ,

uniformly for all A 2: Ao whenever IIIq -1/21 = 11/2 -llpl :::; 8/\80 , where the last estimate
uses (10). Hence by choosing e sufficiently small one may ensure that

IIB>.I/p->p < 1 - 8-1 (72

for all p with 11/2 -llpl :::; 8, possibly by reducing the value of 8. Therefore the (I - B>.)-l
are defined as bounded operators, by a norm convergent power series, on each of the L p 

spaces with 11/2 - llpl :::; 8 and their norms are uniformly bounded for A 2: Ao. Then,
however, the representation (11) is well-defined for this range of p and A and can be used
to obtain the estimates of the lemma.

First, for aliial :s: n, 11'11 :::; nand p with [1/2 - 1/pl :::; 5/\ (lid) one has

II AC>(ANI + p)-l A,6llp--+p :::; N-111 AC>Q,\ IIp--+p(1 _ II B,\ IIp--+p)-lll A,6*Q>.llq->q

:::; N- 1 A-(n-Ial)jm 8 (7-2 A-(n-I,6l)jm = a A-(n-IQlI-I.6I)/m ,
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by (6) and (7), uniformly for A 2: Ao. Here 13* denotes the multi-index obtained from 13 by
reversing its order. Finally,

IIAO!(AN] +Pt 1 A,i3112-+p ~ N-1I1Aa Q>.llp-->p(1 - II B>.llp-+p)-lI1 A,i3* Q>.lIq-+2

~ N- 1 a A-(n-\al)/m 8 a-2a A-(n-I,i3I-d(1/q-1/2»/m

=a A-(m-IO!I-I,i3I-ds )/m

if 8 is small enough. Thus the statements of the lemma are valid with Al = N Ao. 0

Now we can extend (5) to the a with lal = n for p close to 2.

Lemma 2.3 Fix 8 as in Lemma 2.2. Then there exist a > 0 and w 2: 0 such that

II AO!StI12-->p ~ aC(n+ds)/m ewt

uniformly for all a with lal = n, t > 0 and p E [2, (0) with s = 1/2 - lip ~ 8.

Proof It follows from the representation

that

(12)

There are two terms on the right hand side which we denote by L(t) and R(t), respec
tively. We set A= t-1 • The leading term L(t) can be bounded by the second estimate of
Lemma 2.2, with lal = nand 1131 = 0, together with (3). One finds

L(t) ~ a A-(n-ds)/m (A + C 1) ewt ~ a C(n+ds)/m ewt

first for t ~ All and then, by the semigroup property, for all t > 0 with possibly increased
values of a and w. Alternatively, the remainder R(t) is bounded by

R(t) ~ I:'IIAO!(A] + p)-l A,i3l1p-->pllc,i3,-yllooIIA-Y St112-->p
,i3,-y

+ I:"IIAO!(A] +Pt1 A,6112-+pllc,i3,-ylloo IIA-YSt 112-+2
,6,-y

where the first sum is over the 13, 1 with 1,81 = nand 111 ~ n - 1 and the second over
1,81 ~ n - 1 and 111 ~ n. But these terms are bounded by the first estimate of Lemma 2.2
and (5), and the second estimate of Lemma 2.2 and (4), respectively. One finds

R(t) :::; a C(n-ds)/m ewt ( 2: II C,i3,-y 1100 t(m- 1,i31-I-rI)/m)
1,6IHyl<m

first for small t and then, by increasing a and w, for all t > O. Combination of these
estimates gives the desired result and in fact the final estimate can be written in the form

IIAO'StI12-+p:::; aC(n-ds)/m ewt ( 2: Ilc,6,l'lloo t(m-1J31-I-rIl/m)
1J31+11'15m

This will be useful in the next step of the proof.

6
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Remark 2.4 It is worth noting that the estimates of Lemma 2.3 combined with the usual
perturbation expansion of the resolvent allow one to convert the bounds on the derivatives
AOI(AI +Pt1AI3 into analogous bounds on the derivatives Aa(AI +H)-1 A.B at the cost of
increasing the value of AI.

We next use the bounds of Lemma 2.3 together with the Sobolev inequalities

IIAOIcplioo ::; c;n-IOII-dlp sup II A13cpllp +Cp c;-lal-dIPllcplip
1.BI=n

which are valid for all c; E (0,1] whenever n - lad - dip> 0, in order to obtain bounds
from L 2 into L oo • Setting c: = elm and lip = 1/2 - 8, with 8 as in Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3
gIves

IIAaStl12_oo ::; t(n-lal-dlp)/m sup IIAI3St Il2....p+cpr(10I1+dlp)/mIIStI12....p
1.BI=n

for t E (0,1] and lal < 2-1(m - d) + d 8. Note that 2-1 (m - d) + d 8 is not an integer. But
then the estimates of Lemma 2.3 together with (5) give bounds

(14)

for t E (0,1] and then, by enlarging a and w, for all t > 0. Since similar bounds are valid
for the adjoint semigroup one concludes that

IIAOI StA.B·lh_oo < IIAI3S;/2112_ooII AOIStI2112....oo ::; a rdlmr(IOI!+I.BD/m ewt

for all t > 0 and a, (3 with lal < 2-1(m - d) + d8 and 1(31 < (m - d)/2 + d8. Then
by the Dunford-Pettis theorem ([ArB], Theorem 1.3) the operator AOIStA.B· has a kernel
I<lOl,.B) E Loo(G x G) satisfying III<lOl,I3)lIoo ::; a r dlmt-(IOII+II3D/m ewt . Set I<t = I<t(a,p) if

10 1= 1(31 = 0.
Next, the Holder space aT is defined for r = N +u with N E No and (]" E (0,1) as the

subspace of Loo;N for which the norm

IlcpllcT = sup sup Ikl-ITII(I - L(k))Aacplloo
O<lkl$1lal$N

is finite. Then one has the Sobolev inequalities

IlcplicT ::; c:n-T-dlp sup IIAacplip +Cp c:-dIPllcpllp
lal=n

which are valid for all c: E (0,1] whenever n - 7 > dip. In particular if lip = 1/2 - 8 these
inequalities are valid for all r E (0, 2-1 (m - d) +d8)\N. Now the arguments in the above
proof can be repeated and one deduces that for all T = lal +u < 2-1(m - d) + do there
are a and w such that

Ikl- IT II (I - L(k) )AOISt 112....00 ::; II StIIL2 ....cT ::; a r(dI2+T)/mewt

for all t > 0 first for all Ikl E (0,1] and then, by the bounds (14), for all kEG. Similar
bounds are valid on the adjoint semigroup. Therefore combination with (14) gives

IIL(k)A OI St AI3*L(l-l) - AaStAI3·lh ....oo

::; a (lkl lT IlllT r 21Tlm + Ikl lT ClTlm + IlllT ClTlm)rdlmr(IOII+II3D/mewt
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for all a, 13 and (j E (0,1) with lal + (j < 2-1(m - d) +d8 and 113[ + (j < 2-1(m - d) +d8
and for all t > 0, k, lEG. So

where L denotes the left translations on G x G. Hence the measurable function K1Ct
,(3) is

continuous and the lemma of Du Bois-Reymond implies that Kt is lal-times differentiable
in the first variable and the derivatives are 113I-times differentiable in the second variable.

Step 2 (Gaussian bounds) The Gaussian bounds on the kernel now follow by repetition
of the foregoing arguments for the perturbed semigroup

Sf = Up St U;l = e-tHp

where p 1---+ Up is the unitary group of multiplication operators defined by Upc.p = e-P""c.p,
with real-valued 'ljJ E C;:'(G) and Hp is the operator obtained from H by the replacement
Ai by Ai+p( Ai¢). All subsequent bounds depend on derivatives ACt¢ of ¢ and are uniform
over the set Dr. of real-valued ¢ E C;:'(G) with IIAa1/Jlloo :::; 1 for all a with 1 :::; lal :::; n.
First the bounds (3) are replaced by

with a and w independent of p and 1/J E Dn (see [Rob], Lemma III.4.4). Then

sup IIAaSfc.pll~ :::; p(/ Re(Sfc.p,PSfc.p)
lal=n

by ellipticity. But
Re(x, Px) :::; 21(x, Hpx)1 +a (1 +pm)llxll~

as a form bound by a calculation similar to the proof of Lemma III.4.5 of [Rob]. Thus

sup II ACtSfll~-+2 ~ 2pc11ISflI2-+21IHpSflI2-+2 +a (1 +pm)IISfll~-+2 :::; a r1ew(l+p"')t
ICtI=n

Then, by a standard c;, C;-l argument one obtains the analogue

(15)

of (4) for all a with lal ~ n and all t, p and 1/J. The arguments leading from (4) to (5)
applied to (15) now yield

(16)

for all t > 0, pER, 1/J E Dn and all a with lal < n and all p E [2,00) with s = 1/2 -lip <
1/d. But P is the principal part of Hp and

P - Hp = E At' ct'.')'(p) A'Y
1t'I+hl<m

8



where p ~ Cf3,-y(p) is a polynomial of order at most m - 1,81- 1,1 and the coefficients are
uniformly bounded for 'I/J E Dn . Moreover, the cf3,-y(p) are linear in the Cf3,-y. Therefore the
reasoning of Lemmas 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 can be applied to Hp and Sf to obtain the bounds

IIACX Sfi I2-.p :::; a r(n+ds)/m eW(l+pm)t ( I: Il cf3,-ylloo(1 +p(m-1f3I - hl)) t(m- 1f3I - hl)/m)

1f3I+hl$m

for all a with 10'1 = n in place of (13). But by increasing the values of a and wane has

(17)

for all t > 0 uniformly for pER, 'I/J E Dn and p E [2, (0) with s = 1/2 - lip:::; 8.
At this point one can repeat the arguments following the proof of Lemma 2.3 with St

replaced by Sf and using (15), (16) and (17) in place of (4), (5) and (12) to conclude that

IIAcxSfAf3* IIt-.oo S; ar d/mr(! cx l+If3I)/m eW(l+pm)t

for all t > 0, pER, 'I/J E Dn and 0',,8 with 10'1 < 2-1(m-d)+db' and 1,81 < 2-1(m-d)+db'
The a and ware independent of p, 'I/J and t. Then

IIUpACX StAf3·U;IIIt-.oo S; ar d/m r(lcx l+If3I)/m ew(I+pm)t .

As the kernel of UpAcxSt Af3*U;;1 is given by (g, h) ~ (_l)!f3leP(w(g)-w(h»(AaIBf3Kt)(g; h) it
then follows that

and the Gaussian bounds (2) follow by minimizing over pER and 'I/J E Dn. Note that the
distance which naturally enters these estimates is given by

dn(g; h) = sup I'I/J(g) - 'I/J(h) I
WEDn

(18)

But this distance is equivalent to the normal distance (g, h) ~ Igh-1
1 (see [Rob] pp. 201

202).
Finally, similar estimates can be deduced for the Holder continuity of the derivatives

of the kernel. Specifically, for all a, ,8 and (5 E (0,1) with 10'1 + (5 < 2-1 (m - d) + db' and
1,81 + (5 < 2-1(m - d) + db' one obtains

le-P(W(k-lg)-WWlh»(AaIBf3K t )(k-1g; 1-1 h) - e-p(w(g)-w(h»)(AaIBf3Kt)(g; h)1

S; a(lklu IW' C 2a/m + Iklu Calm + 11r C u/m) C d/mr(lcx l+If3I)/m eW(l+pm)t

uniformly for all g, h, k, 1E G, t > 0, pER and 'I/J E Dn . Using (2) one can minimize the
above bounds and obtain the second bounds of Theorem 1.1 by a slightly more complicated
argument which we omit (see [EIR3], proof of Proposition 4.5).

Step 3 (Non-unimodular G) If G is non-unimodular it is necessaTy to analyze the left
differential operator H on the spaces Lft = Lp ( G ; dg) formed with respect to right Haar
measure. In fact the kernel 1(t is bounded if and only if the semigroup St extends to a
bounded operator from L} to Loo .

9



The left derivatives Ai are no longer skew-adjoint on L2 but the L2-adjoint is given by
At = -Ai + bJ where bi = (AiLl)( e) is the derivative of the modular function Ll at the
identitye. Nevertheless H is still defined on L2 as a maximal accretive operator associated
with a sectorial form

h(tp,'if;) = L: (Aaep,ca,fJAfJ'if;)
lal,lfJl$n

where (', .) denotes the scalar product on L 2 and the ca,fJ are linear in the Ca,fJ and
polynomial in the bi, but the principal coefficients are unchanged. Hence H generates a
semigroup S on L 2 with kernel k and now one has

etc.. Once one proves that k satisfies Gaussian bounds it is then straightforward to verify
that St(L2 n L2 ) ~ (L2 n L2 ), its extension to L2 is generated by the L2-version of Hand
k t = ]{t. Therefore one must now repeat the proofs of Steps 1 and 2 but relative to the
Lp-spaces. This presents no difficulty.

First, the Sobolev embeddings inequalities used in the proofs remain valid for left
derivatives on the Lp-spaces (see [Rob], Appendix B.2) and, in fact, they fail for the
Lp-spaces. Secondly, the principal part P is now defined relative to L2 as the operator
associated with the form

p( tp, 'if;) = L: (Aaep, Ca,fJAfJ'if;)
lal, IfJl=n

and the approximant Llm is introduced by the form tp I--t Llal=n IIAa'PII~. After these
changes the proofs proceed as previously. We omit further details. 0
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